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INTERVIEW WITH
MICHAEL MARTONE
Michael Marione is a professor if English and the director if the Creative
J!J;1itingProgram at the University if Alabama. He came to Valparaiso
University in October qf 2009 as a guest if Wordfist's visiting writers
serie and gave a rousing peformance if selections from The Blue
Guide to Indiana, Pensee : The Thoughts of Dan Quayle,
and Th ex Life of the Fantastic FOUl~He has recently published
Double-wide: Collect d Fiction of Michael Martone.
EO: Did you int rvicw DerekJct r [or your piece in Esquire,
Thc D ath of DcrekJeter' ?
MM: o.
EO: \ \ hat ort or re earch did you do?
MM: \ \ 11or cour I roll w ba eball a little bit. But \ hen you
don t d ~arrati\"c what ou rc \ orking on i a ol1agc ort of
f rm and that work b 1ju .tapo ition, II iling and a celation.
And 0 what I have here i D rek reminded me of the Eri
lapt n Band, D r k nd th Dominoes and dominoc
brou 'ht m in m "r ar h to tho e 11Uo'c d mino exhibition
ELLEN ORNER
where they set up thousands and millions of dominoes ... an I it
turns out that, you know, they're a whole society. And so I. 1st
imagined DerekJeter with the dominoes.
EO: That's not really a connection that you're expecting I hc
reader to pick up on.
MM: No, no. And that's why, if you write like that, you h IYC
to give a lot more credit to the participation of the reader
as opposed to you thinking you're going to direct the reae cr.
Instead you're really creating--it's actually ort of like \\ th
dominoe: an interesting environment that the reade: i,
participating in and makes meaning out of. And that d.«>
sort of lessen you as an authority, but I like it that way. I I kr
making Swiss cheese instead 0[, you know, a olid block III
chee e. There are all these holes in it that make for a 1111 rc
interesting texture.
EO: \Vhen did you tart thinking of narrative in thi way? \,
a tudent, were you alway thinking of it a omething \Ill
wanted to challenge but had to ort of earn your tripe fir I?
: Well, yeah. I think it was easier for me to come to this
w, of thinking because I started writing poetry. And poetry,
the lyricism in poetry, allows for that type of thinking, instead
of 'ieing so dependent upon the narrative. And then, when I
\\'t It to graduate school, I had a teacher who is a very good
str vteller. And he was also very technical in what he meant
b~ tory. And the story had to be there. And in a conference
011 day he looked at me and he said, "Michael, you don't
tel stories," and I said "I know." And he said, "That's okay,
I I wan, it doesn't mean that you can't write things, you just
m I to find another word for it." And that's when he said,
'" hat you do is create fictions." So, I think of myself as a
fi( m writer, not so much a storyteller. And the prose that I
pi luce are fictions, or collages, as opposed to being stories. I
kn I\\! how to tell a story, but that's just not as interesting to me.
II he once upon a time of a story, you have an evil queen, right?
.\ I he has a stepdaughter named Snow White, and she has a
III ror; and the mirror tells her every day that she's the fairest
III he land. Well, that's pretty interesting, and there's conflict
tl I c, and that can go on forever. And I can keep enriching
tho and making it more interesting. Ican say that Snow \Vhite
h. .1 dog, and that dog's name is Snuffy, and she's a lesbian,
.11 he has six toes on her left foot. That doesn't make it a
to I , but it till interesting. It's anecdotal. But what a story
do i: have the one day. And the one day in Snow \ \'hitc is that
on day the mirror says you're not the fairest in the land. Now,
il t rat doe n't happen, then what follow. would never have
h. ppened ... it would ju t keep going like this. And so what a
{( . do is, by the time you get to the end of it, it is different
lrom th b ginning. Someone ha. changed, or the ..ituation
1M chan cd. And that' the part where Iam different.
rill nOt wliting about the one day in their life that chang-cd
hill fc . I I' . . . I
I' \' 1',111 teae m creaung a \'ery Il1tere ling- anec( ote.
EO: Do you see real life as being more like an anecdote than
a story?
MM: Oh yes, definitely. And that's what makes fiction so
hard .... St. Thomas Aquinas so, before Luther asked the
question, why do we die? You know, if lift, is good and God
is good, why do we die? And he said, well, we die because if
we didn't, our life would have no mcaning. And we need a
place to be able to look back and judge how we've lived our
lives. When you re in your life, when you're living, you an't
see the story of it. And that's why wc have so many memoirs
about childhood. Because what you do is put a sort of' artificial
death in. Now that you're not a child you can sort of' look
back and make sense of what it is. But you're right. .. in your
life, in my life .. .Imean, I'm lifiy-four. I don't think I\'e had a
one day. Now, you know, I've had two kids, 1 f('11in love and g-ot
married ... those are big things, but that didn't reall~ change
my life in the way story characters gct their li\T., changed,
Here's the other interesting thing ... \\(' think of' lelni.ion
as being narrative, but in Iart, il isn't, IWCall.,(, look \\ hal
happens. Take a character like l Iawkrvr Pine (' in ~l*.\*~*J I.
You know, his best friend could die in the episode. lu: ( oulcl k i s
Hot Lips, Radar could be loxt ill a mine fidd. and ill Ihe rncl
of the story, Hawkeye is prell) murh II\(' sauu: g\l~. , 0 .ill tlu- (.
things happen to him but the~ don', (hange him .. \nd Ih,II'
what wr mean b~ melodrama. (;real liu-r.uun- i lik(" ih.u. like
the Ody.,,,ey. Ody.,,,(,u., .u i11<' I)('g-illllillg of i1\(' \\.11 .IIHI tl\('
end or the \\ ar i ihr arnr gll). Stutl h'IJ>I'( II to him I\('
wcrn to hell and ha( k. t\\ ire hut it didn't (h.1I1gc him. \!HI
<;0 a reader of' it. \\(,'1'(" illl('JI,.,t(,d ill ill(' .lCI\I 1111111'.1101 III tlH'
change of' chara( In.
EO: Do you feel like ~oll'n' \\lllllllllIg III' 111',1111'
MM: Well yeah, definitely. It's especially true with the
American short story since the 1980s. All the graduate
students have been trained narrative things. That goes back to
your question-do you have that before you can do this? I'm
always one to say "no." These are just different modes. That's
why I don't call myself an experimental writer, I call myself a
formalist. I understand all these different forms, and narrative
realism is one form, collage is another. I can do all these forms,
but it doe mean that narrative realism is somehow the form to
do-that you can only break its rules.
And you know art is the same way-you can't do the drip
painting until you draw the horse. And I don't believe that,
you know? I mean, one of the greatest artists of twentieth
century America could not draw. His name was Joseph
Cornell. He couldn't draw, he couldn't sculpt. All he did
wa go to Woolworth's and buy junk. And then he arranged
them in boxe . Have you een that up in Chicago? In the Art
Institute in Chicazo there's a whole room of Cornell boxes.
H didn t draw a thing, he didn't paint a thing, he didn't sculpt
a thing-v-all he did was take junk and arranged it in a box.
And they're beautiful. They re amazing.
EO: So what if there' junk that gets arranged in boxes that
doe n't appeal to u
MM: That' junk!
EO: 0 you're till upholding an ae thctic standard.
MM: \ "hat do you mean?
EO: \\'hat om to my mind is th idea of competition. I
think part of the r a, on we try to dcfin what' good i beau e
we want rtain thing to bc . cen, because we are pcr onally
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invested in what we produce, and we can't be anything c se,
I'm assuming.
MM: I think that competition is deleterious for making ai in
the long run ... Instead of thinking vertically or in hierar. hy.
I think far more in a horizontal way, a networking wa a
collaborative way. Art is not what we like- to think of it a
we call ourselves freelancers, you know like we're rot in.
masterless warriors or something. But when you collaboi leo
by definition, it eliminates competition.
EO: But there's just this lack of room. Not on the inter Cl.
obviously, where it's absolutely ...
MM: Limitless.
EO: But we still have an impulse to publish things like he
Lighter, where the reason we make decisions between pit T'
is because we only have room for so many. And I don't th nk
it's only because we feel that people are more likely to pick up
a book than they are to go on the internet to read the en ire
collective poetry and prose and art submissions of Va P"
students. I feel like there's some other impulse there to 111 Ikl
distinctions that won't go away, no matter how lirnitle s lu
possibilities get.
MM: vVell, I know they're incredibly deep ... I think part or hI
reason you can't get out of these ort of things is becau: t pi
the institution it elf which is the ancient medieval in titutJt1!
that wa based on hierarchy, that was ba ed on the churcl c
Espe ially the Catholic Church and then the Luthrt-"
Church a \ ell. You've got the Pope down here and tlu J
you \'C got the prie thood and aint and anzel . And tht'rc'
all of thi judgment that' going on all the time. and all p
thi differentiation.
E( :And it's totally constructed.
I:Well, I think it is. But,just to say that it's constructed, and
th it's an artifact, and then deconstruct it, still isn't enough.
II 'an, it still is real to people. And still hugely motivational.
Bi again, once you get outside of it, you can live your life
dil rently. The exciting thing is that there's technology now
th.. will allow you to do that, if you can free your mind from
"( I 1, the stories that I write must pass muster" of the Lighter
or he Georgia Review, or the New YOrker. But that's tough. I
1l1( n, I know that's tough.
1', mterested in process, not product. Part of my process had
lo a with having children. So, all of a sudden the whole idea
of aving two or three hours of uninterrupted time to write
ch nged me to writing in very quick bursts between the babies'
III I. So, my stuff got very short, but I still wanted to write
be k a I tried to find projects that were made up of these
lit components that I could switch out and move around. So
11'k the travel guide seemed like an interesting form. I could
\\1 c these little paragraphs, keep building them up, and all of
a {den I had a book.
.\ nal part you should get your mind around is that it's your
jol f you're an artist to make things. And to actually change
tilt [ue tion [rom, not is this good or bad, but is it int re ting?
lo ( nter into a test for your writing or reading with curiosity
r'lIbt'r than a critical mind. But that's 0 difficult becaus the
111 icr it)' i a good at making you critical. And making you
dt ide, thi not worth my time thi i worth my lime. To live
111 thal kind of binary a opposed to li\ing in a more horizontal
OJ wide angle len, finally will. top you from \\Tiling.
Kid \\ ho r ally like to write come to graduale . chool. and
h,\ b em. uch good critic of other people" work that
when they sit down to write they think, well I better 110twrite
that becauseJohnny)s gonna to sqy this about it, and if 1 write that then
Valerie)sgonna say this about it, and pretty soon they're not writing
at all.
EO: They've been paralyzed by the system.
MM: Yeah, yeah. Because that critical side or you is so turned
on, so heighted as opposed to saying, my job is to make lhings.
Have fun making things.
q
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In shadowy waters, the sea lamprey lives as a parasite
an ngst the fish. The lamprey, a long, eel-like organism,
att 'hes itself to the side of a fish, using its mouth as a suction
cut . Then its tongue, covered in teeth, goes to work, rubbing
,1\ iv at the side of the fish like sandpaper, until the scales
all 1other tissues fall away into the surrounding water, floating
~l' 1 Iy like wood shavings in the air, dying the water a deep
In!. The lamprey stay attached, floating on, still drawing
hit cI attached, growing greater, stronger than the fish that
(JIll was,
\s I lay in bed, looking at the intricate pattern of my
her pread my mind brimming with anatomy, I can't help but
(T he cro s section of the lamprey in the greens and yellows,
ju as I had een in slices of the lamprey, pre .erved rigidly in
\(' II wed pla tic. I note the pharynx, the notocord, the spinal
(old. and the midgut, my finger tracing the hapes as they
~id on rn anatomy test that morning. Only the. pinal cord
I in the wrong place. For a moment, I'm tempted to take
n1\ p n and make the nece ary correction. sketching line s,
,lin w .and new detail on the oft fabric. But no. Such is the
relation hip b tween life and art. rt take. from life. leeching
r,l Illom nt until what wa life now hang. motionle .. ofT the
Id . a thin hri\'eled te tament to the art it iwpired.
SYMBIOSIS
The relationship I ctwccn art and IiI(- is a cornpk-x onr:
and one that I have always spent much time thinking' ahout of
which the lamprey is perhaps one bizarre example. Art must 1)('
necessary to life, and life to art, but the relationships don t exist
without confusion and paradox.
I am, of course, not the first, nor the last to consider the
tension as I trace the designs or my bedspread. r <1111.pcrhap-,
yet another in an endless line or artists as r dare c all m-, sel/ to
wind around the issue and wonder if cxpr-ricnr (' is II('C('ssary tll
the creation or an art that is supposed to involv« all lime. <'IIill t,
passion, and energy Hcnryjamt-s was pcrhap-, the fir t P('!' Oil
I had heard of who corucmplau-d thc relation hip.j.uu« ,110111
my quick glimpse or his work, IJest expn's ecl t h« p.u.ulox
between art and lifi, mulling over ihr: f~l( t that .u I Ieqlli. C' • 1I11.
demands, experience Ior its creation. In hOI I. it clcmallcl lilc'
as its subject and is nothing without it. I /C)\\C'\C'1. Ih,' lifi' of III('
true artist is described as onr: 01 ,;n III ion ancl cllcli( ;1\ ion III Ihe
art. There exit a TIN' that all of life hould l»- ~i\ ('II 10 ;11t. 0'
not at all, lx-rau (' the be t of art i cn'alecl ill rhi 111.l1ll11'1. 'III<'
paradox elllcrge fro 111 the r: illlag" 01 an ,1IIe1 Iltl' alii t. ~lll I
\\C lin' lif,' to create art.' BUI Ito" (all ;11t. tt Ill' ,\II. 1l11"lIlingflll
an. be creatcd in Ihc (. (irculll tancl' .)
I ~
James does not seem to have decided on which side the
importance lies. On one hand, life is most important, grounded
in reality and thus more important than the fleeting powers of
art. He is quoted as saying, "Live all you can; it's a mistake not
to. It doesn't so much matter what you do in particular, so long
as you have your life. If you haven't had that what have you
had?" Here James seems to be acknowledging the tendency
of artists to ignore life. However, he cannot go on without
making allowances for his art as well. On this other hand,
Jame places equal importance on art as well, in the sense
that the pleasures afforded by art make life worth living. "It is
art that makes life, makes interest, makes importance ... and I
know of no substitute whatever for the force and beauty of its
process." On one side of the coin, life must take precedence,
grounded in reality, but on the other side, is life worth living
without the xistence of art?
W. Somer et Maugham is yet another author to have
notic d the tendency of art to overcome life. In Of Human
Bondage, a novel con id red to be largely biographical, Philip
Carey ont mplates the place of art in life. "It seemed to
Philip .. , that the true painter, writers, musicians there was
a power whi h drove them to uch complete absorption in
their work a to make it inevitable for them to subordinate
life to art. u umbing to an influenc they never realized
th y 'v ere m r ly dup of the in tin t that pos essed them,
and life lipped through their finger unlived. But he had a
f linz that lif a to b liv d rather than portrayed, and
h want d tear h ut th variou eArprience of it and
\ ring fr m a h moment all th emotion that it offered." Life
und r t od through the 1 n f art makes lif an object to be
u d gu z d into the pag of a book and stretched into
th hape of a anvas.
But I? I an t admir th r d and blu of a un et
m ar d aero a k and th imp ndinz horizon bearing
d WI on m with ut almo t era hing m car. I can t tak
every moment in every day to write, to notice, to absorb te
detail of every second, understanding how best to repres nt
that life in the pages of a novel. I can't admire the cornples ty
of the translucent, yellowed bones of a skeleton without be 19
expected later name them. Life impinges on art. In a tr Iy
defensive strategy, as in those admirable scales of the fish, 1fe.
in a tough skin of reality, prevents the artist from ever liv 19
in his art entirely.
However, in a manner parallel to art, the lamprey I as
evolved. The toothed tongue is remarkably efficient, and 1C
lamprey dedicated, and at those moments, the tongue bre ks
though, and with a flood of color, takes life. In this way, m
impinges on life. Artists, and those who experience art in ; n)
meaningful way, are pulled from the constraint of realiry to
the realm of art. I get lost in pages of novels, and value, ab I\T
all else, the notes in certain songs. Maugham's Philip exhil its
this same inclination, and as a youth reads ardently, creat ng
unreal expectations for himself based on the experience of he
novel as opposed to the experience of life. When the reali rc
of his life do not match the realities of the novel, Philip n -l-
with depression. And I? I see the flaws in the patterns 0 ,1
blanket. But before these bouts of realization that art i 0'
life, there is a moment of clarity, where the art is inseparallh
from the life, where the art feels like true representation, hl
be t form of life, the only way to live. But then, I realize 1'1.1
the painting isjust that, a painting. The faces and truths art H
more than streaks of color on cloth.
The relationship between plants and pollinator.
perhaps the best examples of mutuali m in nature. '1h
Dowers of a plant provide nectar for pollinator who P''
up pollen as they move in to take a drink. the pollinall
flits [rom flow r to flower, pollen i depo ited fertilizina the'
flower and creating seed . The pollinator glean u tenanl
and th flower are abl to r produce.
Maybe this thought, mutualism, better describes the
re tionship between art and life. The two use each other to
the .r own ends, and are necessary to each other's creation .
.m't help but feel as though something is lost in the
III raction, that art sucks a little too much from life. Life is
sc ehow drained in the creation of art, forming something
th l this beautiful for a moment, but nevertheless, not entirely
tr '. Without the fleeting beauty though, and those moments
01 calization, life might not be worth living. But perhaps, this
\\1 ding contemplation over the relationship between life and
ill further drains me of the energy, the attentiveness I need
to Jay to both life and art in order to take or create anything
m «ningful in either of them.
SOOT OF A YOUNG STAR
JOHN LINSTROM
But if a man would be alone, let him look at the stars,
The rays that come from those heavenly worlds,
will separate between him and what he touches.
-Emerson I cannot conceive
in the dark, the space
between our mouths-the spaceSo unlike you and me, once trapped,
two supermassive stars
in binary attraction
will slide through easy space, meet in the middle,
violent and silent as candle flames again
between and the stars above
laughingly watch us stagnate but spin,
earth-bound and twin but unseen, I fear, and fast
a new creature, collision rite,
a weighty spin and darkling shine. the teeth of my mouth chatter,
the debris not to reach you for years-
ot trapped, we're pr ad,
pread- agl on pine needles
muted by time and distance tretched in the open woods
and u ti and I h a I cannot see your eyes,
feet become miles,
hands become roots,
and under each smile
we're bare-boned and soot.
a Ila h, fir wimrrunz
und rla h orbit unknown.
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Soot, thepastor said,
thick-thumbed and sober, into my head:
Soot qf a palm frond,
soot of ayoung star;
qf sootyou werefirst firmed
and sootyyou still are.
On my head, scratched and spread
by a roving grubby fingernail
I recall, oh thumb, I think, the rite.
\ Vith the wind I lose sight
of the sky for the leaves of the trees,
the rustle and scrape,
the million atoms loosed into infinite spa c
the pummeling in istent to the carbon of my brow
Be it chaos or a sy tern of planets
ju t formed from the mudge of a newborn star
I can't tell, I can't ee-
a lift qf the arm,
a slip qf the chin,
and feeling your breath
when you lean over me,
stale and lovely, I recall
leaning do er
eyes will gliucr
and through the leaves
the stars burn back.
Ii
E\'ER\'O~E I GONE I D.\N Ll'0:D
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RAIN DREAM
DIANA STUTZMAN
Warm water trickles fingers
through my twiggy hair, streaks
my slippery skin with scars. I can melt
into mud, seep into skinny grassroots, marvel
at my multiplicity
and the stretching arms of trees
until I wake, alone
and alive at last
20
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You, my Uncle Dave, stand on Grandma's front porch
with a cowboy hat and a Sam Adams, and your Paul Newman
eyes are twinkling. Charming. They all think you're charming.
At dusk, it's boiling outside and too cold in the house, because
Grandma keeps the air conditioning hiked up. Eighty-year-
old Poppop gets cold and messes with the thermostat-
Grandma get angry and freezes everyone out, even herself.
So I it on the porch steps in a pink sleeveless sweater and
kin-tight denim capris that my mother shouldn't have let me
buy. I'm barefoot, feeling sand against concrete, sand mixed
with bits of acorn, acorn with pine needles, needles and sand
under my toe . Only in th Indiana dune ecosystem do you
find such a t ture, or so I wrote in the tenth grade geography
r port I proudly how d you, Uncle Dave. You read it quickly
and told me not to ound so authoritative.
On Grandma' front p rch, you finish telling an
uproariou boa ling tor for your old buddies gathered after
a \ cddinz t which I wa n't invited. John and Jeff Trath n,
Di k 0 Bri n and hi on. You a k me if I want a beer. Of
cour e I \ ant a beer but I a no becaus you're mocking me
pr vine I'm n t a gr \ 11 up a you were at ixteen. \ Vould
ou have b n iuinz on) ur grandmother' front porch with
our unci Iri nd . \ Vell, rna be but not with your mom
and dad in id ,on of them probably v atching throuzh
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BAREFOOT
ELLEN ORNER
the kitchen window. You weren't homeschooled. You we, -n
raised Baptist. You weren't a girl.
"Did you see the fox in the little green number that sh ve:
up late to the reception?" you ask Dick O'Brien. "Man! lei
a girl has legs like that she shouldn't be afraid to show the·n.
You tip your cowboy hat forward and take a swig of ~all
Adams. You're not really a womanizer, you're just a show of
You're acting. Dick O'Brien, my sworn enemy since I was tI rc
years old, plays along. He's a forty-five year old man with IH1
gray hair and a permanent sneer in his voice. The first tit If
met him, I was two and half feet tall and he scared the shit 01
of me by bending down and laughing in my face, with all h:
greasy gray hair bouncing. I still don't trust him, and his n"I1'
repulses me.
"Oh yeah, I saw her," O'Brien answers. ']\nd I awe
strut right up, with that look in your eye. That' Cindy' kil
you know that? '
"Cindy? Cindy ... what was her last name. The one \\ I
got her brace off in eleventh grade? God Cind never can
close to looking like that. She must have married an attraClI'
man. \Va he at the wedding?"
'They re divorced. It's a good thing Daphne didn't I
ou h would have killed ou David. Oh man, he ,,'11I
put up with nothin !'
You laugh too loudly. "Yep, the old ball and chain." You
catr 1 me trying to burn holes through your hat with my eyes.
"I\ '1, Daphne's alright. She just does her job, keeps me in
lint Right, Ellen?"
Istand up from my cracked porch step, hoping I look as
dis isted as I feel, and walk towards the house. I'm not calling
yOl Uncle anymore. You don't deserve it, and besides, how
lon must one go on paying respect to elders? You can be just
pla 1Dave from now on.
John Trathen winks at me as Ipass. He's a gentle, round
rna . a little older than you and O'Brien, and he has a kid
yot Iger than me. This kid is John Henry, whom I can see
tlu 19h the slices of blinds in the front window. He's sitting
111 .e old brown lazyboy in Grandma's living room, staring
mr bidly at the TV He's ignoring Poppop, who sits in the new
~n' -n lazyboy, munching cashews and fumbling with his false
tet 1. I can't go back in there, because I'll suffocate, whereas
out iere I'll only simmer.
Iplace my hand on the front door's knob but instead of
tUI Il1g it, use it to perch myself on the rickety porch railing.
I It 10k my feet into the decorative loops to stay balanced.
Bli IT of painted rust pop under my fingers. From here, I
r,1I ob erveJohn observing you, with his huge belly stretching
a \\nite button-up shirt, and a few white tufts decorating hi big
hill head. He's not paying much attention to you, actually.
H. moking a cigarette, and flicking the ashes behind him
illlt) Grandma's holly bu h.
'OHm chool going for you, honey?' . aysJohn. Hi. voice
I I P)' and low, like he ha a cigarette filter for a voice box.
'Y) II' Tnde Dave tell me you're tarring to look at coli gcs
,III' dv ~lan you kids grow up a fa t."
I t 11him about taking the P T at \ Vin the. arne high
h » you attended and excelled in. I don't have my ..core.
h.l ~ t but the reoult will be sent to \'alparai so Tni\'(Tity.
\h I' Y u went to college.
--
"Good for you!" saysJohn. "Valpo's a good hoo!. J took
classes there a couple years ago."
"You did?" I blurt out, before I remember not to sound
surprised. "What for?"
"History. I'm just interested in it. I never went to college
at the age Iwas supposed to." I knew that. "Terrible mistake.
But it's never too late to change things. I carried 5G credits,
just doing evening classes, so I guess that makes me what, a
junior?" He drops his cigarette butt and slides his I(H)[ over it.
"Why did you quit."
"Well, they upped tuition, for one thing, and then U.S.
Steel cut my hours, and I just couldn't afford to go anymore.
Besides, we had to put our two daughters through college
the youngest still has a year lcfi. And I'm hopingJohn Ilcnr)
will decide to get ofT his butt an I do something with himself
when the time comes."
I'm sure he will, I tell him, even though I'm not "\IIT or
anything. "So Dave told you Iwas looking at colleges, huh.' , I
say,just to try out your new name. John doesn't look surprised.
"Sure, he talks about you all the time. lie's real proud
of you."
"He only carl'S if r go to Valpo bcrau T hr \\('lIt there."
John laughs, like grm'e1 pouring out 0\(" houlrk r .
"Yep, good old college boy. Well, God know )0111 (011 111
isn't going to follow in his Iootsu-p-, "0 Ill" gOlla wr n k
on somebody."
I decide right then 1\\ ill never go to \'alpat,li 0 l 'nivr-r it).
I hear Aunt Claire's voice coming around til<' (OtIWI.
'Dan'!" she say". "Mom want to know if )011'1(' going
out with the boys tonight ot il ,,11<' hould lind 11111< Ihillg 1111
all of you to cal." :\"limber Onr , on i \\ hat. \11111 ( l.iir« ( all
you be hinel your back. Grandma woulr] dll .111) "ling 101 \/111.
You livr 1,(J()(Jmile a\\a~.~()Il(()nH'hol11(,(·\(,I~ I month III
o. and he \\01' hip" ih« glCllll1d ~Oll walk Oil and (Iii' wlu-n
you lea\e.
"Tell her not to worry about us, Clairey. We'll order fried
chicken or something. Or we might go out."
"You should probably spend some time with her Dave,"
she says in a quieter voice. "But it's none of my business."
You don't answer. You open another beer. The screen
door whines shut, and behind it the wooden door slams shut,
keeping the hot air out and the cold air in. "Claire's the one
you've gotta watch out for," you tell Dick O'Brien's son, the
one who just got married. ''All that women's empowerment
will set a girl on edge."
"When Claire first started bringing home girlfriends
during college, Dave tried hitting on 'em," says Dick.
"\tVell,Jesus,the first one, Debbie, she was smokin'! Clairey
has good taste." You grin. The new groom laughs nervously.
It's all in good fun, of course. You can joke about how
Aunt Claire's dive off the kitchen counter at age two gave her
a concu sian that altered her sexual orientation, and everyone
know you still love her. Her partner is one of your biggest
[an . She thinks you're hilarious.
Ihop off the railing and stalk back down the porch, out
to the drive way. I'm going [or a long barefoot walk, to think
about how hopeless you and your friends are, how hopelessly
dominated th world i by you and your type.
" he' like a little water nymph, isn't she?" you say to no
one in parti ular. I top and [ace you, standing in a pile of
ne dl and hell to brace my elf
'\ \ hat are au talking about, Dave?" I a k.
Y; u he itatc. Ia be because I left ofTthe uncle. ' Barefoot,
kinny with all that wavy hair down to your bull" you answer.
I don't know what to ay or whether to be Ilaucred or
f1I nded. I put a hand on m) hip. John Trathen quietl light
another cigar U . I u taring au down.
"\ \ hal arc you going t tud in olleg ." au finall a k
to di tract me [rom di mantling au \ ith 01 ye.
'Engli h. '
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''What, are you gonna be a teacher?" saysDick O'Brien.
"No. I want to write."
"Oh boy" O'Brien does that awful laugh of his. "{ou
better find a rich husband, honey" But I'm not scared hi-
time, mostly because you don't laugh with him.
"Good for you," you say. "This family has some g ea:
stories, we need a historian."
I nod, waiting for you to tell the story about that tim: il
1971 when you and your buddies snuck a Swedish girl, na 'ec
except for her fur coat, and a fifth of vodka into your hOJor
class at Valpo. Iwork myself up to telling you to write al u
it yourself.
"You can write about nights like tonight," you say inst ad
"when your good old Uncle Dave had a few too many 111<
made a fool of himself"
"Oh, Iwill," I tell you, and, eyes twinkling, forgive you.
.Jl \K 111(;11\\ \\ '31 I r I I 1\ IIll\\ I I)
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A CHRISTENING
LACRE:\ NELSO~
two found yellow roadside chairs
something about horns
and thoughts on a Persian rug
carpet dated in infancy
fiber sprouting in stain pool,
low yellow light, tin
can perspiring on the counter
r:-'
smoke shroud reveals
mad smiles cracking mad faces
imagined shovel plintered beside
umbrella, damp and dangling
shuddering on the cu p of communion
and finally niff the inevitable
scent of home, wh rever
we are for the moment
FROM AN IVORY TOWER
Driving through the mad streets
of El Magnouna, the fortress,
hypnotized by light and the movement of night.
On a quest for Thoth's magic Book,
I trace the veins of an ancient empire
Trapped dumbly grinning in the glow of neon
and thousands of years of civilization;
a pilgrim seeking the maddening world
from the vantage point of my ivory tower. I
I'm wandering between the layers of a civilization
where the relic is resurrected with nothing wasted--
like the Great Macedonian who built Alexandria
where once they fished in old Rhakotis,
and Ptolemy's lighthou e fell into the sea
leaving footprint for Qaitbay to fill.
Th cavengers defiled their tomb in the name of science
and Anubi hung his jackal head, stripped of his ceremony
th n, fini hed pillaging the remnants of their hi tory,
1 ft Tut nak d and alone in the Valley of the Kings.
1: wandering never tray from my ivory tower
v n now b for Karnak on the ea t rn shore ,
whose t mpl parallel to the ile,
\ atched 1 opatra float h I' titanic ob li k
and nov no one know \ hat Karnak I' ally meant.
LAUREN NELSON
Straddled the Sahara in the Land of the Dead,
racing the sands toward the midnight glow of Giza
where, under the Hunter's belt, Kufu's pyramid becl« .1S,
Tasted the heat,
climbed the stone,
stared into the sun,
sat in the sarcophagus of a king saying,
"We have found the Real!"
and thought it was enough.
Where once the sunset was death,
an empire lives on in the shadow of former glory,
remembering when the cult of Isis extended to Rome
and a voice told Pachomius to quit his wandering.
But nothing can touch us,
and still I'm waiting for the Ibis and his tome
to free me from this tower and unveil the face of Misr
whose fate is a ilent prophet
alone at the end of the world.
28 I K roua ]a k. "34th Choru .' lexica City Blues. e\ York: Grove Pre ,1959.
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WHEN YOU SPEAK
JAZMINE ROSE REYES
I cower in your presence
Like a bashful sea
retracting her wings
from the shore
and hiding
beneath dark shadows of blue
and tumid cold-white tunnels
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Sun too bright for mid-afternoon, painted a warped
rcO tion of reality on the mirrored metropolis. Easier,
PCI ips, to gaze at the weathered skeleton of once-imperial
G\, Ingbok, shining happiness. Air warm despite a violent wind
wn ling threadbare, flailing crimson and gold from their
po Boarding the bus, murmurs rated the changing of the
!;ua Is an exceptional photo op.
"he capital city vibrated, cradling us in its gut. Streets
tel'l -d with strangers going about their Sunday business in
wh. seemed to us bitterly cold conditions, having forgotten
thl b-zero winters of home. Five months. VVewere running
on f me . vVe carried the weight of bazaars in Delhi, snake
t harmer and tombs of ancient kings. We carried thousand
or \ rtical feet in mountains, planes and kyscraper. \Vc
(.lined the weight of memory, but more importantly guilt. \\e
In !r~led to forget the thing we hadn't done.
idewalk lined with stalls peddling papier-rnache, ilk
\\<l ling hot. An endles variety of local cui ine em' lop d
he I lad .
In team. Stomach groaned at the pungent aroma,
)f thin pickled and frying wafting aero lane of traffic.
SILK
Beside the bus, an ld rly v ndor scooping chunks or
something roa ted into white paper .nvclopcs, Stream or pea
coat children and potato sack men popping th« brown bulbs
between their lips like popcorn.
A familiar stench permeated chipping ycllo« paint
and steel. One of our own, football player \\ ith bac khon«,
descended rubber protcctc I steps. Closed e~es sinl{l(' ~lIlp
strained. mil then ofT!red the st -aming sack to the unr C'I lain
vinyl rows. Spontaneous hu rsts of daring raised k\\ oth« IIom
their scats and plungecltimicl hands in the bag \\ ithout looking
back. auscating oclor penetrated the b IS .an: tuary, \\ inrlo«
cracked to ar omrnodate cameras. J < oukln't rcnu-mlx-r
tanding up. Then Iwas walking.
The gritty, smoke I . kclcton se('ped earth and poi!.t'l'.
Tongue, hri ked in protest. J darted to ih« \\ indo«; puuci ing
thrust my head into thcjanuar-, air. Brown Ilakr or worm gut
rained down on the cobl lr ton:: a 1M ill~ II angel inr lined
had,' toward the .pcctacl« .. 'othinl{ lcIt to pit. de( ,t~ lill'l'l ill r
in throat. I .ank into the I ('clinl{ \ inyl, f;t('ill~ all ('l11pt~ the 11110 .
ON THE OTHER SIDE
E:MILY K. BAHR
Icy water lapping at my toes, stay on top
Cool slate, smooth beneath my heels
Comforting so I might stay forever, but wait-
Get to the other side, he is there, one hand raised
Not waving, but shielding the sunlight from his eyes.
To him I am a silhouette, poised on the water's surface.
Get to the other side and wrap yourself in his flannel shirt
Raise one foot and tilt dangerously horizontal
Almost sliding into the icy depths, you plant your foot again
Get to the other side and feel his rough hands scrape your smooth ones
Inhale till your lungs may burst, and blow it all out
Then leap, sailing through the air until your feet splash onto smooth stone
Get to the other side and feel his breath in your ear whispering safety
You smile, triumph owning your face, you made it
Leap again, flying i so easy. Don't fall-
Get to the other side, dry grass tickles his feet, yours too, soon
Two more rocks lie between you and the shore
If the current wasn't so strong, the water so cold-
Get to the other side, a smile starts to pull at hi lips
Flying a ros the rock, a swiftly,
Your II t barely taste the water
On the thcr side, hi eyes caress you slowly.
\11.1J{O.(,O\'III\lfIIJIJ I
Q.
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CHOKE. BREATHE.
'he calls at three in the morning; the sound of the phone
nIH 19 rips my consciousness out of my chest, pulling and
tug 19, until Iwake up and manage to grab the cell, killing
the ectronic scream with the press of a button.
Hello?"
Hey what's up?"
look at the clock, in disbelief at the time.
I everything ok?"
Yeah, you wanna go to Chicago?"
'ay yes before I really think about it. She says that she is
lon' 19 to pick me up now and will be there in fifteen minutes.
\\"h the phone clicks off I almost fall asleep against my
pillo . The room - quiet, bathed in the soft purple glow or
blac ights. A fan hums along, blowing cool air against my
lace dmost drowning out the sound of Mark's snoring on the
op\> ite ide of the room. Ihaul my elf out of bed and put on
'On clothe - Adidas sweatpant and a yellow Valpo hoodie.
n \ cascades to the ground out ide.
n TWL the hell are we going to do in Chicago? Gran ted, being a
r hll1an ju t a couple weeks into the chool y ar, Ihave very
Illl knowl dge of Chicago. I have een the Field Mu eum
JIl and the hedd Aquarium twice the extent of my
1l1iliaritywith the \ indy City. For all Iknow hicago om .
C~HRIS LI: "1/
alive after the hour of three in the morning, but I doubt you
could have much fun under the age of t\\{'nt} -OIH'. I think
about waking Mark up, lelling him know I am leaving, but his
snoring announces his contentment with sleep so 1 just walk
out the door.
She pulls up outside my dormitory - Lankcnau Hall -
in her red Plymouth Laser. Before I open the passenge! ide
door I can already smell and sec the cigarctte smoke, gn'at
clouds or it pouring out of the cracked \\ indows. the :tllgd or
death betraying its existence with a cloud. I inhale d('epl~ .md
sit down.
Size calls around elecen ill the momiT~f!, '1hr 11m II Ifrlflmi71(1IIi/fJll!!,h
the blinds qf rrry window, illllmil1ati/~f!, dust juuttdrs jloalinl!, 111 [uu» 1
puck up the phone, open it up. the ril1g;,~f!,,l/o/H.
alleLlo?"
"Hey; _you tranna hell) nil' more I/u/l out to 1l1)/!,1f1l1d/J(JTIIIIl.r
1 scry}'es trithout thinking about it at all. , lu \(~)I 10 nu t lu I 11111 01
her dormitory a I/10rt u-alkfrom nunc. I throu 1/1011\ and a I slutt Oil,
step into some sandals; and trall: across campus. 'I III II..) 15 cleat: tlu 11/11
uarm and inriting. ,1 ,f!,oodday.
, 'he's almost at her uhite "'lJ11!!,11 r it 111/I / III III I. {uljt"lm' Ilu
remorable top r!f the rrhitk 10 If'! 1111 iulerun oj Ih t chu], 1mnIh Ihl
beautiful weather. She smiles, sqys hi, and I smile back -=- how could I
not? I get into thejeep.
She drops a cigarette out her window onto the pavement
and pulls out a box of Camels, offering me a stick. I decline,
wondering how she could have forgotten that I don't smoke.
Then I remember we had met all of once a couple weeks ago.
How had I ever been attracted to her? In another life she
might have been attractive - short athletic build, long silky
brown hair, Hershey chocolate brown eyes, soft skin - but she
always smokes. Within a few minutes everything on me smells
like Camel cigarettes. My shirt smells like smoke, my pants
smell like smoke, even my skin smells like smoke.
We sit in silence for fifteen minutes, listening to her Story
of the Year album. She smokes a few more cigarettes and
sing a couple lines every so often. The yellow and white lines
of the road run together and under the car, the silent skeletal
shadows of lifeless tree limbs at the side of the road meshing
to a blur; everything el e is black and hazy. I close my eyes
and lean my head against the glass of the door, pull my hood
over my head, and try to sleep. I am getting an uncomfortable
feeling with every passing moment. I hardly know this girl. We
had mel once, talked online a couple times, and now she is
driving me to Chicago? If we make record speed, we could get
ther at four in the morning - maybe. And that's pushing it.
Suddenly we pass an exit that reads in bright white letters
'Chicago. 'M heart drop into my stomach. We aren't going
to Chicago.
Hie drive for what seems like hours, fin what eems like a brief
.park. in time as z ell. T lie drop off her belongings at her grandparents'.
T lie munch on cookieshergrandmother lift her on their kitchen countertop.
vl!e get in and start driving again. The air smell fresh - so clean - I
can almost taste the leaves the dirt the unnd as it blows into my mouth
through thegaps in my lip .
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When I turn my head slightly to look at her, she's singing
I can't hear her over the sound qf the wing, I don't have to. Her a
hair flows behind her tan face like a model, her skin glowing un:
othenoordly luminescence. For all purposes, I am riding in a vehicle
pefection incarnate. Some dreams come true... then there are the dJ
you don't bother dreaming because deep down inside you feel that
will never come true. I am living one of those dreams - spending o
with peifection.
I don't recognize the surroundings. The forest and fields that mi
the road on the drive out look noting like the skeletons qf factories
railroad tracks that are in view now. JIVe aren't heading back to Valj
"Where are we going? What are we doing?"
She inhales deeply, clinching her teeth together. Her
are wide, gazing off at some unknown point in the dista
"We're being bad."
"Pot?"
Silence.
"Pot?"
Silence.
More silence.
"We're not getting crack are we."
"Mayyyyybe. "
I don't react. I don't get upset. I don't laugh in disbs
I don't do anything. I just stare at the lines of the road. I
has been arrested before for possession of drugs, done. t
time in jail. I don't want to be any part of that. We are a gl
thirty minutes from Valpo by now, maybe more. I can tel
the look in her eyes that he is going to get the drug ton'
and everyone el e could be damned for all she care . 1.).
worldJall away into oblivion.. .I'm getting my damn crack. Iy intr
in having her drop me off decreases with ev ery mile we 1111
and before long we are driving down a dark alley in ,hie
Height.
(vVhereare we goin£ )J I ask.
Just come on," she sqys. "It's a surprise. "
try to relax. I can fiel the warm breeze against rrry body, the sun
gen beating down upon rrry skin. This is going to be a good day, I think
10 n Ie!! I reiterate this thought when it becomes apparent to me that we
am going to Chicago Heights.
[rash and sticks everywhere - bare trees, trash cans, and
gar -;,eslining the sides of the alley as far as the eye can see. At
the mits of my optical abilities I am able to make out three
ngl 's in black standing across the gravel alley in the distance,
lik. uardians of the great black abyss behind them.
'Now when Iget out," she says, "get into the driver's seat.
1111 'ht need you to drive as the getaway man, and if anything
hal lens to me you're going to want to gun it out of here."
Til he is gone, walking towards the three, fading into the
dar) less. I let out a long, deep sigh and try to subside the
tln )bing in my head by focusing on breathing. I wouldn't be
hen . it wasn'tfor her. Five minutes later Iam in the driver's seat
am he is sprinting out of the black towards the car, a shiny
pla c bag dangling in her hand.
GO GO GO!" She slams the passenger-side door shut
,IIlC [ lam on the gas. The car looses traction as we emerge
11'011 the alley, sliding across the slick pavement of the highway,
the. ve rocket off down the road.
\HHHHHHH!" she screams, opening the plastic
b, and putting a rock into one of three different colored
:ip he k ep hidden inside a sungla holder, which
III t rn its out of view in the glove compartment. The
O(,I}U of the flame from her lighter, the crackling sound
I l rack co aine heating up, and then a long exhale
Oil hn part. I m a weekend warrior with thi hit! \\'ant a
h t Ill.
"\\'hat the hell i that?" I a k in monotone, ke ping my
on th road.
"It's when I exhale the smoke and you breathe it
in - it's not as strong, you should try it."
"No thanks. How do we get home?"
The world turns from firm toforest, Valpo to Ogden Dunes. the road
carrying us through the landscape of northwest Indiana. / Lean II~J)head
back against the seat, Letting the wind caress my Jace. r I 'hen l Je stop; 17~J!
eyes open up to a world ifgreen andyelLow and blue offorest and sand
and water. The dunes. Lake Michigan. / have never been here Like this
once omewhere down the beach on a school field trip but neverjll!.t 01 be
there, to soak it all in on an empty, private strip of beach.
"I know you said you haven't been here in a while, " she .I(~J'I. I turn
to her and smile. Ji1!ow... someone who actually cares. Slte gell out r!l lite
Jeep and I follow suit, leaving rrry sandals behind.
For a short stretch, we waLk on asphalt, liard and cracked. ,\ !J'.!rrt
roll awkwardtJ; with every stell, hying to avoid eveningfullfon» on tit"
sharp, tiny pebbles beneath my fee! but Ifai! misembl» I~l' the time 1 '('
reach the sand, my feet are numb. It takes me a minute or tuo be/OIl' I/ft'!
the heat qf the sand soaking u/J through n~y toes II!}' legI, no' abdomen.
I let each step sink into the sand asfar (LI ill 'i/I.I!'o.God. it let IIgood.
"Urn ... turn right onto the next exit."
Five to ten minutes later wc're driv ing do\\ n a
road that lies bctw Tn huge empty fields that glCl\\ rr nn and
soybean. in the warmer months. \ \'e 'rr no« h(', . 1l(';11 home.
and not going to be ncar home for a good long iimr.
"Here, turn here."
I turn into the drj\'('\\a) of' a hllgl' 1>1.1<k IClI'Itl th.lt i
thr -. tory hOlls . It s ICHlr-thin) in til(' ll1orning. rill lolel.
tired . m'lI like smok' an I jusl \\.lIll to take a IHI\\I'I .mel
fall a.l p. I wouldn t mind it if' he topped lI1okin'. If 0
cigarettes or era k. But I (an lell that it i hopin' ag.tin t hopl'
- futil . A tall man I (an't make out hi app ';tI.tll( (' ill Ih('
lark of the carly morning \\'alk Ollt 01" a iell' elf or to 1ll(,l"t II .
"Hi th 'I"(. You got il~" ,'hc hold the lip-Io k h.l ' ri . ill
the air and shakes it, the little white rocks bouncing against
each other. "Sweet. Come on inside."
"Who is this gu;y," I whisper as he guides us through
his garage.
"70ny. He's afriend qf mine. Jille'reat his parents. "
"So Tony, how old are you, bud? What do you do?"
"Twenty-five and unemployed." He smiles as if proud. "I
hear you're a creative writer. Would you like to look at some
of my poems?"
"I'm a freshman in my first year of college. I haven't even
taken any major classes yet."
I don't have any interest in reading poetry right
now, but we walk inside - instantly the smell of baking
cookies hits me - strange at first, being mixed with cigarette
and crack smoke, then pure and sweet. I let out a pleased sigh.
"Oh, that's okay, man. You know more about it than I do.
I value other' critiques."
I sigh - whatever. Might as well humor him in his house,
en if I have little or no interest in being anywhere but
my room at the moment. We follow Tony, weaving among
cabinets and table of oak, huge leather chairs and couches.
Dead tufled animals are everywhere - a great blue heron, an
adult coyote a rabbit - I don't bother asking whether or not
they w re hunt d. Tony's moth r walks up to me holding a
tra of cooki . I h ck my ell phon's clock - no one should
b miling like thi at thi hour.
H re hun hav on ! Th y're fre h out of the oven."
I r g rd Ton mother - a woman 1 tting her twenty-five-
ar-old on hav friend 0 er thi arly in the morning. She
10 k w t lik a randmother on a tel vi ion comm rcial
that bak h r famil ookie with an enormou mil: a
floral-print d apron 0\ night gra hair pudgy hand.
hi mil 1 k like it be n imprint d on her face
p rman ntl a r al-lif joU loving v r ion of Batman Joker.
I tak a ooki bit into it" a perf t ugar ooki b an one
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standards, but I am concerned for a while that it migh l:
laced with marijuana - or arsenic. Anything is possibl t
now. A coyote walks up to me and starts sniffing my knees A
I in the middle of a sober LSD trip?
"Isn't he adorable?" Tony's mom asks. "We take car' C
injured wild animals and release them. We've just decide 11
keep this one." The "dog" turns around and walks away 1~e
domesticated canine - a lab. Man's best friend. A coyote. I '11
the hell is going on?
Tony sits at his computer reading one of his poems a, .01
teen angst - or it would have been teen angst if Tonye
anyone younger than twenty. But he isn't. He is a twe 1t
five-year-old man lamenting over lost loves in high sr 10
and reading me the poems he has penned on said sul [e
over the years. My head is pounding. The sugar of co ik
sits dissolving on my tongue, and the sound of Tony's fa h
- if that's who the old man sitting on a couch in fron I
the television is - snoring reverberates in my ears. I rm tt
something about the poems being great and how he sh: u
try to get them published. Tony smiles, nods in satisfactic 1
the honor bestowed upon him by a renown critic, and gtl d
us to his bedroom.
He must be a minimalist, or just lazy, or with no ta 1 '
decoration, but Tony's room consists of a bed, a televi ion 1I
X-Box (both sitting on the floor), cream carpet stained all t
colors of the rainbow in various spots, and a digital clock I:
sits on the floor next to hi bed. I pass on asking what the ur
is. I don't want to know.
Tony hands her a couple of bills, digs hi hand into t
baggie, and takes his own pipe out of a box from benl;]
his bed. Again the meU of crack moke 0 erwhelm all t
other meUs in existence around me. I close m e e - I uo»
sleep. They talk for a good long time and I ju t it th re in t
corner of the room hile they get high. I tare at Tony \\h
h explain hi ta te in mu ic - 'old chool indu trial ., h r,
it. I hate whatever is playing - someone screaming in German
\",1 space-age machinery plays in the background, guttural
gn ts with bells and whistles. Tony looks like a bird - long
thir nose, short blonde hair. He wears Kurt Cobain flannel
anr a constant expression that is similar to the smile of a child,
emblazoned on his face like the smile of his mother is branded
all her own.
Around five o'clock, Tony shuffles us out of his house,
citi ~ his parent's eventual frustration as a reason. I don't
cal I am the first one out the building. Tony is high, his eyes
no' mg more than black holes of pupils, but I let him drive. I
do t care. I don't care. I don't care. I'm tired. I'm weak. I have
no rgument in me. Just get me home safe.
\Vhile Tony drives, he reaches back towards her; she is
all dy smoking a cigarette, and Andy asked for one of his
0\\ She hands him the stick and the lighter, and he rolls
dm n the driver's side window and smokes.
"Do you smoke?" he asks.
'1 0," I reply.
'Good! Never start smoking. It's a terrible habit."
The Anthem if Our Dying Day is playing on the radio:
For a second I wish the tide
VIIould swallow every inch if this city
And you gasp fir air tonight.'.'
\ \' pull up to Lankenau and she tell me I need to go,
b .
l ( 1I e It late and he needs to get home I am more than
h(lPP~ to oblige her. I get out of the car, move up the eat 0
h (an t into the passenger ide and walk toward the
r nt dar.
o. J 17zen I lived here " she says, I used to go up and down the beach
r hour. lool.:-ingjOrIndian beads.)) 'he bends over and picks ujJ ajeu'
, ifls them through her long, elegant fingers, then drops them. r ~ 'hen I
was young, I'd spend hours in rrry driveway lookingflr fossils of crinoids
in the gravel. Crinoids and Indian beads same things, different word.
Same actions, different lives. Size walks q[f down the beach and I walk
towards the gently lapping water qf the lake.
My toes touch the.freezing water, sinking into the jJebb(y mud. For a
moment the extremities of rrry ]eet sting and burn like waking limbs then
all is cool and rifreshing.
"Have a good night, man!" Tony shouts. I wave a han I
III the air, not turning around, g nuinclv wishing him the
same because I don't feel he is a bad person at all. I han' no
animosity towards him. I just nev r want to sec him cithc r
of them - ever again.
I sit down on the table right outside the front door of
my dormitory usually reserved for smokers. There is a pile of
cigarettes around me, brown and soggy but no one is out at
this hour. On the horizon, the first hints of the oncoming cia)
- gentle pastel colors of blue and yellow on the horizon. I take
in a deep breath of crisp, dean air, hold it in, and exhale long
and slow.A dog barks sorncwh rc in the distance. I Iind mv elf
wondering whether or not it is a coyote.
Here, at the shore, the water is clear I can see I)rbhlt I, (/I (J f u:
small fish. A short ways out the traler turns oiiaqiu; a green lnuu-n, and
even further out it becomes the color (1/ the .s/~):thr oul, (Ii Iflm,l!,lin,
between the liquid and the air a thin dark line ill thr dtstancr. .1 lnr; ='
rides the ioaies to myface, ki.s.li/~f!,ll~J.'.!arez 'ilh a III II 1", I I thntvou ran
only find at Lake Jficlll:L;an.
There isn't a cloud in the s/~)' on(J a e,rml wlJllhil, hi", donu
aboce me. A trace, la~{f,erthan the other»; I'lLI11I s "I) (~e,fli"II,,~)I'l!,l jJfl I
my knees catching the bottom qf ''!.) shorts. 'JIll II atn 1/(/, 111'Ilu rllIlh.
pressing the shorts againsl ,,~)' legs rold hilI 1I/III/Wl!:'. (,f (J dmmlJl
erawl aeros ',?J.' bod] Ilzear liz ml1lrlzill.f!,of [rlfl/s/l/H III! 10 ,,~) 1/11
she 's u'alki/~l!, dOl 'n Ihf shmdine ill Illl olJlmlll/' di,ullflll. IWII111l!!. Ilu
beachJOr Indian bradl. IZfllrlz haJo' a TlIOll//III.fl III III r/ IJ r OTi 011 a
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peifect beach in an imperfect world. I smile, and I want to kiss her so bad
my throat burns, but I'm content to remain here in the water.1take a step
back and sit, sinking into the wet sand a bit. Water rushes up over myfeet
and stopsjust in.front cf my shorts.
I let my hands feel deeper and deeper into the sand and rocks, and
pull out a few flat stonesfrom their grainy prison. One by one1chuck
them across the surface qf the water. Some skip, some don't - it's a little
bit uncorrifortablegoing through the throwing motion while I'm sitting
down, but I do it anyway out qf ritual. J\1y mind goes back to when my
father and I would throw flat stones across ponds near my home back
in Terre Haute, and I chuck afew more in memory of those days before
standing up.
The sun continues to beat down on my face - I regretforgetting to
bring sunglasses - and a breeze comes riding the water to meet me. I step
backfrom the cold embrace qf the lake and feel the sand sticking to my
feet. I try to brush it off at first, but give up after afew strokes of the
hand - too many grains to worry about it. I close my l!)!es.First I hear
the sound qf the lapping water against the shore, the sand singing as it
blows over the beach, the rush qf wind in my ear, a water bird somewhere
in the distance,fiotstep as she continues to lookfor Indian beads ... and
then I can.feel eternity - the glaciers moving through the area, carving out
the lake, grinding boulders into pebbles, the advancing and receding qf the
ater over the centuries the singing qf the dunes as they move across the
shore in their neoer-endingjourney through theyears - tnyfeet in the sun-
baked and bela me.
+2
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SMELLS LIKE YOU
squirrel chewed seed husk dust, engine heat,
sandy dry leaves on shelves, leaves on sheets.
basement forest potted ferns hanging brown,
sour brass on bare bulb strings, hanging down.
tramp the cat, fur on lap, leather back,
lintv gray, body-warm pocket yours.
my own skin under-shirt salty scone,
paper brown, basement-deep, smells like you.
ELLEN ORl\:ER
OF CURTAINS
R.JAMES ONOFREY
I left the gas station with Service Engine Soon burning.
Pa sing hou e lor s, a man and woman taking wedding
pi lure at the ld courthouse.
Turninz corner, driving th wrong direction on one way
tr t. The boat lrailer behind me rattled with every bump
and turn. The hain craped the bottom of the boat.
I pulled up to the curb in front of a house that had a
Iadinz 721 near the door. It matched the number scribbled
on the rap of papcr on my da h. The horn doe n't work, so
I r \'\ d th enzmc. oupl hout left th creen windows,
zibb ri h. nd out h walk. The pari nt.
I've b n in thi bu in for three ear now. P ople call
m t 11m th y want t di . I m kind of like their avior, Who
am I to ay that th h uldn t. I don t knox \ ho an of th
p opl r.
}6
Nobody knows what I do for a living. The only pet \;
tell are my clients, and they will definitely keep a secret. \ ,.
people ask me what I do, I tell them I'm in waste manage III
A garbage man.
Hell, if I told them what I really do, they would thin -
a murderer. And I'm not a killer, I'm merely Dr. Kev: rI
without a Ph.D.
They tell me how they want it done, and Imake -u
happens. My flat fee is $1000. The price can rai e depew
on the complexity of their suicide.
So this gu , he want to drown. He tells me, 'I want I
Michigan to be my killer and my grave."
Fine.
~1000.
An extra 150 for the boat rental.
p front. Of cour e.
I pulled away from the house. "You have an I.D. on you?"
"Uh, yeah."
I grabbed the knife from my pocket and gave it to him.
'"1, ke it out and use this to scratch your name off. Put it in the
glc l' box."
He took out his driver's license and scratched off the
na e. Opening the glove box, he was shocked to see so many
can s. Some spilled out onto the floor. He slid his in and
do d it.
'Put the money under the seat."
'Do you mind if I shoot up?" The guy whispers, putting
an ivelope under his seat.
"I don't give a fuck." I said, not even looking at him.
Lighter. Spoon. Syringe. As I turned at a stop sign, he was
pll ' ing the plunger. I hoped that would shut him up. These
pet ole they always want to chit-chat on the way there. I don't.
'1'1 more I know about these people, the harder the job gets.
\ Ve drove between dense forests, signs directing us
to rd the lake. Beside me, the guy was leaned against the
do , taring out the window. In his heroin haze. At least he
11d( 't aid a word since squeezing that shit into his veins.
Finally, the lake began to make its app arance. As I
II I t ct d being mid-October, nobody was around. The beach
wa le: erted.Just the me, the water, and a suicidal addict.
I ba ked the trailer into the water, and got out of the car.
1.00 'ned the traps on the boat.
"Hey junky! Get out and help me push thi fucking thing
into th water.'
H tumbled out of the car, careful with his t p ..
Iii 'ye \\' re glazed over as he hayed the boat into
the I k .
I told him to get in a I got ome fi. hing equipment alit
th trunk.
The motor was roaring, the car on the shore getting
smaller every second. Far past the safety buoys, I killed the
engine when I could no longer see the shore.
"You ready to get this over with?"
He paused, looking into the horizon. "Urn, yeah, but can
1-"
"Great, wrap these around you." Ihanded him the chains.
I lit a cigarette, making sure his chains were tight. Snapping
a padlock through them. "Stand up, an I when yOll IT ready,
jump. But make it snappy, Idon't have all fucking day."
He stood up, the chains jingling with his ('\'Cry shake. 1
wasn't sure if it was because of the heroin or I1(T\'es.
"Before I go, I want to tell you something. f\ 1Y name is
Charlie. And Iwant to thank you,"
I was in shock as he jumped into the blue. ,~o!>()d) has
ever told me their name, I never wanted to know an) or their
names. Also, nobody has ever thanked me,
I realized then that I was responsible for Charlic'v death.
Sure, he wanted to [all ofT the cliff, but I pushr-d him. Thr
person screaming at him when I pulled up to his house woulr]
be devastated.
I pulled out my fishing pole. Ibaited the hook and <.I 11'c!
the line. Tears slid of my face and pooled at thr !>OllOIl1or tlu:
boat.Just me, the water, and a dead arldir I lx-ru-arh it.
DECOR \TION FOR A BOOK I NICHOL.\S Bl'RRL'S
T:'\,/ n IJ,D I '1'1\1 ~ / xu».
THE BURNT LANDS
There are certain times in a person's life when everyone
el e d mand of the person an answer to the question,
"who do you see yourself becoming?" This proceeds from
the a umption that a human's identity is not static, that
it is in fact changing if not evolving, possibly all the time.
What grad hools are you looking at? What do you want
to do with English? Imagine yourself twenty years down the
road - who do you want to be then?"
I wonder if I would ask these questions of myself if I
er left to my elf But I'm not" I log into Gmail to check the
da m age and Karl Aha who graduated three years ago
nd a chat me aze askinz how the grad school search is
.oin '. "\Vhat I a i 'moan what I type is ' I'm working on
it "hat i tru I feel irre pan ibl .
Of 10U'V m t twenty year from now, who
d ) au our elf mo t r mbling? (Wh alwa s twenty?
God will I b alive.) Perhap on day I will r pl with a new
dodo- m ntion that I feel rna t can cious of my continual
id ntity lippage \ h n 1 avinz a movi th ater. I am not alone
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in this. Tell me that you left the theater, after seeing The rark
Knight for the first time, and didn't feel dark yourself It \\;1'
a night showing, and you walked out of the air conditi: .ncd
half world of cushy seats and cold bathrooms, of intentio dh
manipulated (but unalterably determined) light and dar , of
the smell of popcorn and the nonsmell of soda, and a b 'ighl
waxing moon met you outside. You were walking aero: the
parking lot, but you were also leaning over the gothic corn\'r 01
an antiquated skyscraper, emotionally set and gritted ag,lin'l
the very community which you were bent on serving. polin
Serveant Gordon's philosophic musings ring in your mind ,1'
you prepare to jump down. You process this information a \(H.
glance at the waxing moon, and when you turn to ee the faIl1ih
member or friends walking next to you, you comprehend.
rna sive pace b tween your mind and their they who OIH
were 0 familiar. Who are they? You. And will you be oIl1Cl)l!{
different \ hen au \ ake up tomorrow?
I knov I am not alone in thi experience. itting in .
theater, an one \ ho i im e ted in the production before hll
10 {, himself in the faces of people he never knew. In the
ma ed faces of characters created serially, of two-dimensional
ava Irs which project the "real" identity of some writer who
mi. It as well not possess one of her own. There is another
dis nee, one which helps isolate the individual mentally at the
ar time that the experience is to some extent shared by a
tiel d colosseum full of equally isolated bodies. Together, they
fan 1 a network, a solar system revolving around the bright
Jn1, e before them and the secret emanated personality of
a I ndred planets employed to produce a Hollywood flick.
An vatar of many referents, a signifier pointing nebulously
ba. ward through an opaque screen.
...1aybe you, like me, saw the movie with an individual
wl« 'e relationship with you had you spinning like an earth
all' . dy. Maybe your friend, like mine, was reduced by a
g-Il mg screen to a single illumined wristed hand and the
0, d of popping gum, and the paradoxical code left you
rip pring. At the back of a theater, you're both undetectable
t'\ ( by those not participating in the screened drama, and
thr land seems like an invitation to contact (for what is more
Jar 19ly wonderfully real than hand flesh in a theater?) but
yOl 'an t get over the gum, the popping insistent damnably
1Il1l cuou gum that says "I am stuffed with this only and no
11101 ; I am full; there is no room at the inn; I'm rather busy
I~oppin thanks." But there is the hand; perhaps you have
lI11p \ overe timated its meaning and are not yet abandoned.
I I' ., p 11nyour elf, other! Where do you see us In twenty years?
1"" II if you tell me now.
iati ticking - tuck. Pop.
Thi di embodied experience i a much a part of
III life a the part I will experience when I walk aero: s the
d I .ummer parking lot de ert to the immering. il nt
r. But trapped in a cu hioned eat how can I flee it? Try
III tim - 10 e our e e in a theat r when you know vour
ri nd i wat hing the creen and you'll reali~e it a. c1~arly
as I did. Even if I escape life, slip into the universe lik a w t
watermelon seed, the spinning of the plan ts would destroy
me. And the collision of two stars roars like th popping of
gum in a theater of galaxies, each one differ ntly P rccivcd,
but somehow the same. I suddenly Ic I we arc all the sam
galaxies rushing along a gravitational track and static on the
path. Some once believed that th universe would one clay
begin to contract, that we would b r united nee again in
the ultimate primeval bright hot mass. Now we believe in an
infinitely expanding cosmo , nev r to nd r tir , and Wen
just go hang. So we are static and think ours .lvcs stuck.
Pop .
After watching The Matrix I felt like a liberated
cyber ninja. I felt impressive ancl certain and J was. 1
have entirely been so before. That part of m 'is a child and plays
with a child's abandon, leaping up stairs and high-kicking thr
air. Power Ranger Go. When I became an adult \\ hirh trlll)
happened; why else would I I so hard pre sse I by que tiouv: J
did not put an end to childish things, nor forge: them .. 'or lo-«:
them, if maybe I did forget them in part. \\'e each harbor a spir il
pocked by craters of past encounters. J lerc's a qu(' lion: do('
that cause us to diminish or expand? \\'ith car h c.p('\i('IH C' ()J
encounter, every s cond, we arc each blasted \\ it h 11<'\\ mau-r ial,
gathering some but losing some into spac C'. '111<' changc' i (J
gradual that it is impossible to empirically mea lIJ('. hut Olll'
may have a fe 1 for it. Still, the more immr-diau- lilel tilat
we are made of soft rock ancl shifling may b' th(' mOJ('
devastating when .ornprchr ndcd.
Thoreau s identity risis struc k him \\ hen rlimbin t do\\ n
a mountain through a charrr I area which hi guide introdur (d
a. the Burnt Lands. The C\TfJda~ ck-mental matu-i of lJ ('('
and life sucldenly vr 'ad out in a (C'I1(, of un (·tding opcJUlC' ,
of har I unnatural exi"tCJH c.
·.. here not even the surface had been
scarred by man, but it was a specimen of what
God saw fit to make the world. What is it to
be admitted to a museum, to see a myriad of
particular things, compared with being shown
some star's surface, some hard matter in its
home! I stand in awe of my body, this matter
to which I am bound has become so strange
to me. I fear not spirits, ghosts, of which I am
one, - that my body might, - but I fear bodies,
I tremble to meet them. What is this Titan that
has possession of me? Talk of mysteries! Think
of our life in nature, - daily to be shown matter,
to come in contact with it, - rocks, trees, wind
on our cheeks! the solid earth! the actual world!
the common sense! Contact! Contact! Who are we?
where are we?
Welcome, Henry, to the desert of the real. Morpheus
mile , Baudrillard stares at you deadpan. What myth will you
adopt in order either to proceed with intention or to let go and
drift? Are you the Chosen One or a dangling node in a net?
And if you're a node only, is the net owned by a spider, or did
you your elf help to spin it?
B fore th net is an illuminated screen showing cyber
trained ninjas gliding acros a flat opaque room. You
wiv Iyour ye to the left and see the node hanging next
to you. It i dark, but ther i a white wristed hand that
app ar at I a t periph rally, a close. It lead you to the
o n h lming qu tion.
, \ ill ou k?What i it? an ou move - do you dare?
Imagin our If twenty year down the road. What do
you wi h ou had a ked.
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Meanwhile, are you really working on it? You can still
hear the screened sounds, the human screams. What will
you do with an English major? Those are your screams, OQ.
(Contact! Contact.0
Are you behind a screen?
Pop.
, I II LLI> I (. \J{C1U ~I \\ ()
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER THAT
HONEY MAKES BEES AS OPPOSED
TO THE BEES MAKING IT.
]Al\1ES IDDINS
I went to the window, watered my cash, and there I
noticed the underpinnings of the skies calling me up out of
my mistakes. The lines of cloud pleaded that I climb higher.
Then I saw Earth Oranges, that is a place inside my mind
where knotty trees line the warm green waterfront of eternity,
dipping their roots in the water, where one can only see from
abo e the e trees that cast no shadows. From their branches
danale in rich blue and green clusters earths of all shapes and
iz ,which seem a though they could be picked. I say seem
because I ha e never seen one pick d ... no. I have only tasted
on arth and it ta ted 0 weet and smelled 0 fragrant I have
y l to mo e. The t ture of it in my hand is the very essen e of
human rualiry, begging for me to peel it, to ta te it, to break
it n ctar free upon my longue.
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DANCING WITH FAYNE I A
Eighty-five, grandma,
and you're still in the mood
to boogie with the bugle boy?
And why not? You grab
my hands and we sway
on the living room carpet.
Your cheeks brighten,
catching up to the tinge
of your lips. Red,
ju t like back in'45. I bet
you were the beauty
of the Black Hill. Curl
E~IER,\I,I) !}\\'!S
bursting from their pins,
bouncing in syncopation
to the trumpet solo. Feet
barely touching
the floor. Your skin
may not be as smooth
today and your joints
may have tifTencd,
but those Irish gcn .
keep the music pul. in~
through your blood,
and the jitterbug live ".
ENTHROl ED I REBECC.\ B.\R~ES
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GRANDMA, ON THE TABLE
MiAbuelita:
A mess of pelo cuyo extremos are always clasped,
praYIng
Fingernails so brillante, they reflect the glance of
God
Skin that is always taut around the codo, a tram-
poline for freckles
Abuelita esta sobre la mesa
She is not for dinner
But we place our meal at her hip
Arroz at her oreja
Frijoles at her right sanar
I place lavender en la axial
And cinnamon between her toes
But she still smells like a stranger
I place a pair of heavy sandals on her feet
o they won't tear on the tasks of heaven's road
And her toe caer hacia adelante
Into an point that would make a ballerina jealou
LILIA DELBOSC.2.L'E O.\KEY
Mi madre covers all the mirrors
So she won't get lost
But I sit next to mi abuclita
With a compact starring her right in the eyes
Showing what she is
Poking her with a innarnon stick
Asking her nicely,
Por favor,
de pierte
THE RAIN COMES IN WAVES
To Whom It May Concern:
It's raining tonight. It started around 8 o'clock. Suddenly
darker than it needed to be, for the hour. It's mid:July, after all.
The TV was on, att ntion was devoted, and I thought I heard
omething mall. It was really barely noticeable at first. I saw
next to the concret driveway, theJapanese Maple's leaves start
to trembl spasm one by one.
I woke up thi morning at 11:15. It's Saturday. I work
during th w ek in the basement of a church for a small
pri at le son chool. The ro ters are mostly filled by young
hildren with whom I don't usually speak because we have so
little in common. I it and read and think and mess around
on the int rn t. There' a radio there, but I don't usually let it
pla .' I like t h ar th b ginner tart and top, faltering their
wa throu h tho e fir t pi ces and first lessons. The violin
bow craping a r th trings an el ctri amp issuing power
ch rd a trump t far off down the hall, piano keys hitting
the trine d p within th box and the voice lesson fading
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in and out over them all. On Thursday nights, by th end
of the evening, the guitar teacher is left strumming, pi king.
and sometimes singing over everything else. When all ,said
and done, the computer off, payments made, and instructor'
gone, I have to lock the doors to all the rooms. Most ( f IIll
instructors lock them when they leave, but I walk dow 11 lhl
hall checking the doorknobs, before I hit the lights, 10lk lhl
door, and walk home. But today was Saturday, so I \\"1- lrl
to myself.
I started my internet browser and checked the headlinl
on CNN. Nothing much but commentaries. Walked into lhl
kitchen and opened the fridge. Just cold and empty, prndtlt
of the times (and my paycheck). I'm not even that hlUWI'
anyway, I thought. I grabbed the book on the table, ~
of Grass by Walt Whitman, eternally dog-eared. I kCt'
returning to it, no matter how worn it' become b tween d.
cover and pages of my mind. With each return it becOlllt
more 10·ed. Today I read from my couch unfed but 11
looking it
Vho goes there? Hankering, gross, mystical, nude;
ow is it I extract strength from the beef I eat?
\Vhat is a man anyhow? what am I? what are you?
~ I mark as my own you shall offset it with your own,
Else it were time lost listening to me.
\nd at once, I'm walking with him through the fields
an meadows of the world, partners in this life, not some
im: 1nary one nor his but this one, nry life. And I read and
rea The rhythm itself in time with my heart and my mind
an 'lly breath. Every thought I have where I question him,
for can and he even desires me to, he steps that way as well.
It', dance, between he and I, and we move with the rhythm
of l ich other and all else.
I woke up with the book splayed open with pages bent
ag, ist my chest. I'd lost my place and found my hunger. I
IIa -d to the pan on the stove, left there from the day before,
anc made a grilled cheese while microwaving some tomato
oi But when I sat at the table to eat it, it didn't satisfy. It
\1<\ varrn, edible, but it's a calming food. I didn't want to
be c ilmed. For those few hours I dreamt, I felt alive. I wasn't
ano ier man in another apartment in another city. I was me.
But that ebbing away with the ane thetically creamy soup,
\\, t red down by the lack of money for milk. I can't provide
fi)1 it. I finished the sandwich in three more bites; they hurt
zoi dov n but that was fine with me. I didn't even stop to
thir th·at e orne about leaving the soup in the bowl on the
t, bl ; I ju t left it there.
It \V at this point that I noticed it was darker out ide
th, I it normally was. I didn't really think much of it. I turned
on th and as I flipped through the channels I began to
thin' about \ hy I wa sitting there, having done nothing. I
1I I to b invited to thing included in them. \ "hat happen d
to th t? I kn \ there were time when everyone had fun and
hung out, laughed and played. But there wer oth r time.
when I didn't fit in, when I could feel the har h di tan
establishing itself, irrevocably. Mayb I wa too quiet or too
removed. Too caught up in what was going n in my h l d
instead of in front of my eyes. Maybe. It could b their fault
too. I don't know which is beuer,
I decided on a history of hip hop sp cial. I had gotten
into some MCs lately, although I wa too ml arra .. cd
to say anything to my friends, I am whit after all, an I
unquestionably so. But there was ju t am ,thing t it t the
beats and the rhymes and the rhythm of it all. It just grabb I
you sometimes like nothing else would. It r 'ally is an art form.
The special was on battling, the back an I forth of a feu I 011
the mic. You can sense the Dow when the good one' get going.
It's like water down a drainpipe, going going going until it
can't hold anymore, but all the sam still natural, organic. An
act of word and mouth and spit ancl t cth an I all th ' IWellll,
owed those thing. I think Walt woul I have been goo I at that.
I think I can all him that, r garcllcss of all the warningx from
past teachers to not g t too close to those you read. The) aI('
valid warnings. But sornctim s you just have to learn It 0)))
living. Wall. Ilik it. We're partners after all.
After the sp ial was ov I; Iwent to Ill) room and iaru-d
writing a leu r to a friend but couldn't) a) aucntion to \\ hat I
was saying because of all the thoughts in Ill) head .. \nd rhar'
what I m writing right now or tl)in,l{ 10. to )0 l. I he rain
has picked up as I sit her and I f('c1 baucrr-d in it lx-di oom
with outside walls. \ Valls; I fcel hrrnrnr d in 1» ilu-m but ill () a
kinship to them. I an hear th ' rain hilling thi building and
the gutter. abov my \\ indows. 'I he la he tI ike a rain I th
. tone. I an h .ar he w at -r running dO\\I1 the trcct. clown rlu-
hill to whate\'er lay. bclo\\. ,\11 I I'm \\ith it in Ihi 1l1011WIlt.
ru. hing forward. It' cal), but () \('I~ \'ilal.
I'm h rc ill thi room. I\c b' '11 tuck III thi "I,ll l' ,til
clay. ~ly ",hole lifc hac bC(,1l hen'. III thl' mall to\\ 11. 'I h '
classroom. The college campus. The apartment. They've
all had difficulties and treasures, but I can barely figure
them out with so much trouble distinguishing one from
the other, even within myself. And yet as I sit in this room,
the rain has found its pace. It's become white noise behind
everything else in the street. It's steady, ignored yet present.
I heard someone out there a moment ago and rushed to the
window and it was a couple, splashing through it all. It struck
me for some reason. The rain is such a funny thing. It's one
encompassment, it's a collective word, but made of millions
if not billions of tiny pieces, tiny parts to the whole. If you
listen closely, you can hear each one pounding away, but
together it's more beautiful than a symphony of first graders.
There's a back and forth, a push and splash, a spit and hit.
There's a rhythm to things; this, at least, I know. Even though
I may not be able to see very much from this windowsill
looking out at things, I can at least see that, because the rain,
no matter how harsh or how whipping it may be on any
given night, always comes to rrry window; it seeks me out in
the torm. That's something, isn't it? It leaves marks for the
morning, like fingertips on a car window lovingly pulled away,
or the writings of one of the kids in the backseat that you
don't find until the next winter when you can read "HI MY
AME IS TOMMY" and you can only wish that you could
expre s yourself as clearly.
The rain bars down hard and pounds the pavement
b neath it that it could barely pot from the clouds, but now
it on on on pa sing the potlight back and forth in that
battle raindrop and concr teoThen it will soften for a while
and liO'htlybrush the id walk, coaxing the earthworms from
th ir d n . Then it will come again and the proce swill repeat
again. Ther may be lightning and thunder to send the birds
and the rabbit and th people into their home in fright.
It rna tir a probl m in an individual mind or it may tir a
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sleepover in Mom and Dad's bed. It began by plucking 01 t of
the day one leaf by one leaf of a small, red-tinged tree.
If you're reading this now, we are partners in this, ntil
the end. We share some common bond in this reading ind
writing. This letter making and sending, postage-sticing
and envelope-licking, sorting and delivering, receiving md
beginning again. Thank you for that back and forth, for hat
rhythm that you help me with, and that I need, not desii ' or
wish for or want but Need with a capital n, so badly. Ever' one
needs from time to time to be reminded that the rhythm IT' ives
quickly and then slowly. In one's darkest moments, everv ne
deserves that reminder. And in the brightest, they nee I to
remember to brace themselves as they revel in it. I sUPl e.
in the end, it's all dirt and it's all grass and it's all trees, an. I it's
all Walt and it's all you and it's all me, and it's all rain. I rant
pretend to know what any of this mess means, but I just had
to let you see it the best I could.
To my dearfriend upon the writing of this incomprehen-ibk
letter, know that I am well, though I may not seem it. T 1e c
may be ramblings and they may not; your judgment. Howcvc!
know tonight that it is raining, raining in waves.
Yours truly,
Your Friend and Fellow Rhythm-Maker, Trouble-Maker, a id
Me in the Making after the Style of Walt Whitman
LL FLIGHTS DEP.\KII:\'(; Dl'HLL\ 11,\\'1. HI.I.\ 1>1.1.\'\'1.1) I 1:111 ()I{ II
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They attack you-
each little white organism
bites, scratches the pink lining
until you scream red,
but no one helps you, especially
that small woman in town
who used to call you fat.
"You need to eat less, be skinny
like your sisters." Now,
she mumbles about sunken
hazel eyes, hollow cheeks,
but only hands you pills,
large and pink, with a prescription
for special milk that should cleanse
your ystem, but empties
it instead, leaving you
struggling to walk to keep upright
at the age of eleven. ot even
bustling men with formal-looking
paper know you
EXPOSED
MICHAEI,ENEjE\\'E'lT
or your case, clasping your hand
but calling you another's name,
diagnosing your illness
[or theirs.
Instead, I watch your skin cling
to bones, chipped and juuing
when you bend over.Just deal
with the pain, they say, ignore
th kids who run their fIngers
up and clown your spine
as if playing the piano, their hands
roaming over stark white keys.
f -
JOHN LINSTROM
FROM THE LAKESHORE
8/1/09 - 10:35 AM - North Beach Parking Lot
Windy and overcast. I sit in the parked Taurus, windows
rolled up as beach sand pits itself against the side of the
car, flung unwitting by the lake storm. The wind surfers are
out thi morning; I count nine of their sails, one kite. The
ails slice and pull in the ruffled gray sky; they frown massively
at Lake Michigan' waves skidding below them. They are
flower petal on gray wool, surreal color flecked across
oft indifTer nc .
Later. ow there are thirteen sails. An ambulance on
outh. couple kids pulled under who were too far out. The
bright red lizht stand out 0 much that it looks like I'm seeing
through gray-tinted gla se , admitting only that one other
010 the effect of a broiling sky.
Aft moon. Th wind urlers are back down to nine,
liding ea il 0 er the ca ading Lake, imperviou to the
'ave whi h lam the pier and blast the bach front. I don't
hold it again t them, although I want to-just last w ek a
Iath r di d you know. Shouldn t there be orne code for
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respect? The sails glide like images on a dark computer sr Ten.
Where did the other four go-did they grow bored? Bo -d in
this heavy lunacy? I have never seen one drop; I imagin . thaI
they simply log out when they're done, tired, want a sanch,ich.
But this is the dream that I want now. Pull on, wind Sld"fer'.
peace vision.
There is a vital beauty in summer, in the demandi'L
nature of light and heat, especially on good beach da. .. \ ,'l
must see those things placed before us, because the light <,dl11il'
no excuses. And indeed, there is more to see this time of yea!
Hummingbirds visit the backyard, dandelions pop tlllolH~i
the sidewalk, and monarchs crowd the milkweed on the dunl '
Spring ha left streaks of color on the green and tan land.
like wind surfer sails on gray clouds.
It can be dry and straight like that, but not al\\;1\'
You pull your elf from the doorway of billowin« .\ (
down the heat-blasted stoop and your eyelid. ,I.
half-squinting and already tired of it. S, eat. It i a glitlt
pulling of the elf it is no urfing game. \ \ e trip do» 11 I
the ccessities, admitting our own physical limitations in
the! rocess. I walk down the pier to find a place to sit and
eat 1 ich, passing bodybuilder men and bikini girls, all there
beca se they are the ones who actively seek these beaches as
vaca m spots. I am a local with tan lines. It's humbling, it's a
reali check-but once you get over yourself, it's okay. Head
up, ( forward, meet the eyes of the people you pass and nod.
Grit our mind to the challenge; you almost have no choice.
Son me throws an unexpected joke your way, and you laugh;
you ay; it is just like any other day. Everyone around you is
awak and seeing and self-aware, and they know it's hot, too.
ccepting this challenge, humbling oneself to the
nmpr lion of the heat, must be virtuous-but do I really
adn to sin when I profess to love the other seasons more?
Tak oday: it's late June, but it feels like October. It's not so
muc that I am transported forward a season as back three. It
ha I>adybeen summer so long, it seems, but now I'm under
I a gJ, -blue and white sky, and wind-wind, not a breeze: I
! had irgotten itl-heaving and tossing the broiling waves
tOlJetier continuously, tirelessly, violently. At a distance. I'm
vxcit I as a kid.
I admit the comfort. Is this self-gratification? I walk the
idn alk along the beach, hands in the pocket of my six-
\('ar-o d favorite sweatshirt with hood up, the sound of the
\1.1\(' 111 a riot altogether childish in its ambivalent noise and
Il"Irll '.
, . In It distance, picturesque, and the beloved wind
Ir.11I a~ain t me and I against it, not like enemies, but like
t('aHUn'lt in wrestling, like brothers-r-thu I walk, leaning my
lii\. to a naked bathroom of cold, concrete floor public but
dbanclo d i tl·n In 11 weather. The hand dryer barely works, but
m \ I at hirt dri well. My skin is cold and fresh: clean. I slip
n I .
r It lIUO the almo phere.
W,lkin ba k I do not lean into the wind becau. e I mu. t
I au e I can. The elf-doubt of ummer i not in me
. I cia not worry about po ture. I am comfortable an I
cool, a local, in the weather of home; the slouch i mchox
absolutely suitable, matches my jacket. This i my town m
land, my turf And the pocketfuls of people on the bach arc
jacketed too, and seem so much more real than th bikini girL
and shouting men of the summer. All I can hear i. the Lake
my lake. And I will return to summer and society soon enough
but right now I am alone, and well, enjoying m midsummer
fall and storm.
6/17/09 - Sleeping Bear Dunes ational Lake. horr
Sleeping Bear Point Trail 4:45 PM
The dunes present both distance and strikingly honest
contour. From the dune top where I sit, in any dircrtion thr rr
are a dozen or more different slopes, onto which r proje( t
myself, running. A million of me arc running, and al« tt)..,
down-for who runs up a dune? My ey( s fun dow n the lope..,
like the pages of a romance. This one gra..,s) this 011(' sand
and the next is forested and hidden, but always running do« n
them, kicking high, and always to the Lake stretching flat
and ribbed, unending, the terminus and the tI ailhcacl to
infinity. Green, grey, beige, while blue; thr- Tao or gl a\ irv:
Newton's rollcrcoastcr: rivulets or the imagination'
overflow; and all of me ache to race dcm n Ill(" and- oft
curves of Gaia's body 10 be a lover's stroke. a tingl('. To Iai e
goosebumps from the dune grass in a f;l'it and gc'ntl(". kicking
and prickling sprint of an embrace but would he I (' .1
dormant lover body only? Hardly. OJ would all or 111("g.ltlll I
up and glance to se( a great 111<1\\ of land capt' c10 {' 0\ ("I all
of me in total and g-racious uucranr (".J
\ Vould I enjoy thus [winl.{ Ilnapo[ogc·ti( ,lll~ anuihil.u.-d
in the dunc's sandy spray? OJ do r n1("II'I) fmel plc"l lll(' in
Illcrtaining the 1I1Ought! Pt'rhap r (111) Ihink il I)('c.1\1t' r
know that the dumb and i too tholll.{hlk 10 Ii, in .tc lion.
Yet thi· cannot be true 1 knO\\ thai r did (ClJ11t' IWlt 10
be O\·eI'\\"hclmcd. [n lieu or ph) icalil). Ihi ptT\{'1 (' (11-
destructive imagination morphs nature to suit desire. I look up
from the notebook where I write to see dune grass swaying in
a gentle breeze, unresponsive. Reality. I dig my fingers into the
gritty sand, lifeless.
Check.
Later I am sitting on the beach near the campsite,
watching tiny whitecaps hiss on the sand while the sun sets in
a huge lava lamp of clouds. Off to the right are more college
students from a neighboring site, four of them. Two couples in
sweatshirts, hoods up. One girl is wearing shorts; a guy steps
up behind her and wraps his arms around her torso, his chin
over her shoulder, and rocks her. I am sitting with a pen and a
blank notebook next to me. I pull up my hood.
The Lake keeps tugging back grains of sand, whispering
in tiny whitecaps. In such waves as these, Whitman translated
the word "death." I hear something more desperate - the
grating rub of fabric, the shuffie of morning feet. We are out
of the cradle, but who doesn't want back in sometimes? We
have left endless rocking for this desperate, grainy, sweaty
pulling. If Whitman' Atlantic said "death," in Michigan I
hear 'life," and hudder.
On th one hand, I envy that sweatshirted couple. On the
other, I remind my elf not to romanticize, that they are seeing
two different sunsets. The illusion of perfectly " haring a
mom nt" is comfortable, but an illusion. The exposed page of
my piral notebook glow pink, an unnatural and even sinister
pink, like the cloud .
t lea t the grating Lake seems to be on my side. If
tomorrow were eighty she'd till be cold. What comfort when
they don t mak jack t to fit your size? when one is forever
wet but full of dry and? A tually, if the whole summer were
in th nin lie, tarting tomorrow, and we uffered a evere
drought, old Michigan would keep to her lot ri ing for twenty
ar and then fallinz for twenty year, all along whi pering
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and tugging at sand, relentless, trying to gain a foothold n the
sifting, shiftless earth. I admire her persistence, but who 'auld
emulate it, or want to?
Tired and cold, gripping my metallic pen and blanl -eyed
evil notebook in my front pocket, I stand and turn t head
back. I dig my heels, push and lift, into the sifting earth. walk.
I understand, Michigan. I'm a local, too. These a e the
dunes that the tourists seek, the same old, everyday mo cisor
crushed rock (which you crushed, Oh Michigan, I knov that
tourists spend thirty minutes climbing at a time: dig tr -s in,
push and lift, pull on. Pull on, tourists. Sand in teeth, they 'weal.
turn red, begin to complain-summit and take pictures' turn
back. They don't understand the exertion, or what ren ters it
pointless-that it comes from walking on a deaf and dun b pile
of sand, stepping through the primitive indifference of I latter
which stupidly seeps into your soles and pockets and no e and
eyeswithout any animosity or loathing at all, while it turns ( !leek,
and ears and the sides of the neck beat red in exertion and et-
the breathing to a feverish frequency. And always, on a ')each
day, we are left exposed to the sun.
I crest the first minor fore dune, and stop. The sOl'ndof
the waves is gone. Taking a few steps back, peering up oWl'
the small hill at the lake, the sound is immediately reacti 'aled,
but a few steps away again and the hoarse whisper is rrduct'c
to a distant murmur, and the air is still.
The sand is deep here, and I had forgotten. I have CI',l\\ led
over this surface too long ...
(Oh Michigan, how could I forget? Dear lake. pO(lr
creature. Life-)
The Land speaks. Lake, as you claw at my pebble. lor0
not the cheek on which you rest, and the limitle dell'
churnings beneath! The surface is seventy-five part ware I' ,111
flitting, but the world is ninety-nine parts terra and finn. Ii '.
my life you speak each day, and my silence \' hich rna k. \(1
stillne s. So shall you pull each day and gain nothing until (,
day spill your waters forth. You feel me; you know this.
nd who is this small creature next to you?
ate May. The day is unnaturally cool, and the sky is a
deer bluish overcast-softer and more comforting, but also
deep r, than a gray or whitish overcast. I have not been to the
tate ark in years; the picnic area is smaller than I remember,
and 1S been filled with the contents of two busloads of third
!{rad s on an end-of-the-year state park field trip. I am an
over Iffed, awkward voyeur, so once I find the trailhead I
head ut.
e woods feel lush in the soft green light, and everything
mel damp and healthy after last night's rain. And I smell
the Ike.
1 rest the final dune near some more third graders and a
pare a I keep moving, let the massive breadth of the lake
eep ver me in spurts as I occasionally glance up from my
tlipp' 19 feet. If I were to merely pause to take it in, the parent
woul ( eye me suspiciously. What's a twenty-something kid
doin ) alone on the dunes? Well, why can't I feel comfortable
in til lark where I was once a third grader? Palisades Nuclear
Pial iorns on the left, and I walk up to the Armed Security
l!~n, )UOW the fence back up the dune. My breath comes
hard one tep back for every two forward, they say.
• ear the top, I pause at a little bowled depression. The
dune . h' k i h ., ra I t IC III t e base of the dip, but a sandy patch
hl' a' tl. am t ae slope facing away from the lake. A few trees
line tl: ' edge . Standing up, I can see Palisades and much of
th I tch and grassy dune slope below, and the Lake yawn
and ') like the ocean as far as I can see, the ancient and
I r i nt legacy of the furious old Glacier.
Inotic omething in the sand it look lik orne kind
If ld, la ti fabric, maybe ome kind of ord. Lifting it from
h nd ho, ever it is a pair of women' underwear pale pink
nd flill~.
Someone lay here, maybe someone my age, in the shelter
of the sandy embankment, relieved by it from th chilly lake
wind. She was not alone. I don't think I am, cith r.
I lie down in the depression, ba k to the Lake. I supposc
she lay here, too, hair in the sand, beneath thi: same soft!
abysmal sky. Several blade of dune gra. s would have curlc d
over her head, the canopy of this cottonwood tr providing-
a lattice for half the sky, the terribl clouds moving- noise I -ssl
overhead, the waves eating at the shor in constant hoarse
whispers. The dune was a supp rt, lifting up an II olding her
protection from the lake wind.
There is safety in this cold. and, this land which ofT(rs not
only a beach and dunes but layers miles an Imiles of sand
rock, molten heal. nd here I am, a grain of warmth finding
shelter in the cold.
And this pink relic lay in the san I ne t to her, her warmth
fading into the moist old air, Slicked into the murmuring
sands. I feel it, too, Th s sarncants scrambled around t lu-ii
hills, wondering at the warmth.
She fell asleep here, Waking from chilly dreams. f imag-ine
that. he was frightened when she opened her ('}' to a IWilll}
imperceptible dark sheet of sky ovcrhra I. .J he lar kill' h.u]
swallowed up the woods, the clune the lake and till' hodie .
hers and h I' partner's (and mine, and a ih« tree abov« he I
faded into space in a darkness void of stars or moon one thing
remained which envelope eI even her, ('\ en hi . ln (·,llh.
The hoarse voice of the greedy old lake kq>l \\ hi 1'('1 illg.
asked her what the silent breath and hr-artlx-at 1)(" ick 1\('1
m ant, swallowed as they wr:rr- by the wet \\ hi P 'I ing 01 ,1
crone. Sweetly, endlessly she a ked the hrirl and 1lH' if 11)('
ant. had their 0\\ n heartbeats 100. and if lifi- 0 peltl i \\01 th
carrying farther into the night.
Sanely and frill \\e drop piece into thr: lancl .. mel loll
down the e1uIll' .
i I
8/ I /09 - 2:55 PM - North Beach Parking Lot
With the storm, all but three of the wind surfers have
packed up. Some have left; others sit under trunk doors and
chat. It starts sprinkling, and a few drops muss the surface of
my open journal, so I roll up the car windows.
It's impossible to say just where we fit in this world. Just
when you're convinced you've found the teacher, the lover, the
Lake, slipped into the atmosphere and fit there, you realize
that you have only dug up the smallest part or particle of the
Grand Scheme, the Mix. It doesn't matter if you've found
Lake Michigan or a raindrop sliding down a windshield; it's
just tiny, dry matter, subatomic spinning.
But really, when you hit bottom, isn't all matter, Matter?
And what else does?
Sirens, lights. Another couple kids caught too far out.
Swim; please, tourist, swim. You know better than I do
from here. And when you hit solid, wet beach again, maybe
you'll have the better grasp of how we proceed on sand. The
windsurfers glide masterfully in their game, but when we
forget how to walk, we'll be more likely to ask you. It is curious
how firm w L sand feels after the riptide.
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CONTRIBUTORS' NOTES
{ EMILY BAHR } is a sophomore English major from
Bronxville, New York. She is quite grateful to her friends who
convinced her that submitting something to the Lighter was
a good idea :)
{ DILLON CARTER } is most famously known for his various
dances, including but not limited to Disturbia and the Snoopy
dance. He is a senior art student who considers himself lucky
enough to be surrounded by the most interesting and talented
di tractions he has ever known.
{ EMERALD DAVIS } is a senior English, Classics, and
Humanitie major. She has tap danced twice to "Boogie
Woogi.eBugle Boy" and would like to thank her grandma for
passing on those magi.c dancing genes. She would also like to
thank her par nt for all the lessons over the years and VU
Ballroom for t aching her how to swing with the best of them.
{ S~ GARCIA} i a junior nursing major. Both of these
photograph he took in the photography cla s he took at VU
a an I ti e. She love to take picture in her spare time to
get awa [rom the tre of nur ing chool.
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{ AMANDA GARTMAN } is a senior art student who is tying
to prove to grad schools that she's a pretty good catch. Her
trunk currently holds a complete change of clothes, om pair
of sneakers, one guitar, one ukulele, windshield wiper luid.
five paintings, twenty photographs, one pair of cowboy} 'Jots,
two hats, one scarf, and a partridge in a pear tree.
{ ABBEY Houx } wishes to thank her family and fl' >od,
for all the good times, past, present, and future. Tl,Ulk'
to all the people who aspire to create art in all its stl,mgt'.
wonderful forms. (S)He not busy being born is busy (lying.
{ KELSEY HOWARD } is a senior political science alld
humanities major who hopes to figure out soon where he'll
be living six months from now.
{ JAMES MICHAEL IDDINS } is a Master' ludelll
independent scholar of American Culture at the alp,1I'ai (1
University. Thus far his research has focu ed mainly on lht
relationship between the state, society, technology / Il1cdi."
and the individual. His work is so cutting-edge that a or 1,1(t
it has only been published by fringe journal like the Ij~htC
He expects that the world will come around though and ih.
upon hi death he will instantly become a hou ehold n,ul1t'
...HAELENEJEWETT } is a Senior Creative Writing major.
Her .oern is dedicated to her youngest sister, Gracie Hope,
who aught her what strength is. Having suffered through
a ye r of mysterious stomach pains, Gracie was tested and
rrusr gnosed several times by various doctors. Currently, she
i be "ved to suffer from Celiac Disease. Michaelene's heart
"ill ways be with Gracie - the person who has given her
the I otivation to live life to the fullest (and write about it too!)
SLENTZ }, a proud Hoosier from Terre Haute,
lndi, ia, is a creative writing major with a specific interest in
sciei: . fiction. His major influences are Cormac McCarthy,
~Iic .el Crichton, andJames Gurney, as well as the absurdities
of h This is the first publication his work has appeared in
me the Core Reader from his freshman year. He lives in
\'alp rai 0, IN, for obvious reasons.
{J IN LINSTROM }, a regular simulacrum doggedly
deter nined to rip himself up and taste the dirt, is just
(del r ting the fourth year in his relationship with coffee
at \" haraiso University, (Don't make me go.) Family and
fnt'll( dune grass and ticks, starlight and sunburn, and at
I"l t• .v great professors are largely at fault for the work he
pre n herein. Also this semester, a shout out to a couple
parti ularly formative ladybugs, the black one and the half
1hanx.
LUND } doe n't quite know where life i taking him
ut he'lI tak photos along the ride.
{ ABBEY MEYER } is a sophomore new-media journali: m
and art major from Kendallville, Indiana. Sh alwa s tries u
take photos at angles and per pectives that mo. t p oplc m'lY
never see, and then show it to them!
{ LAUREN NELSON} is a senior English major from the 'I, In
Cities of Minnesota. Her work h re was inspired by a loyal
clan of ruffians, a month spent in the cradle of civilization
and the single time she tried Asian str et food an I hate I it.
{ R.JAMES ONOFREY } is a Creative Writing andjournalism
major. The writers who influcn c him arc Deb Olin L'nlcrth,
Raymond Carver, Ernest Hemingway, Amy J Icmpcl. F . '( ott
Fitzgerald, and Joey Comeau. He writes on a t) PC\\ ritrr to
escape the bowels of the internet.
{ LILIA DELBOSQUE OAKEY} is a senior Creative \\'1 iling
TV/Radio Broadcasti ng, and H umanitics major fiom Hurl ank,
IL. She enjoys dancing and cats.
{ ELLEN ORNER} has a theory that pcopk-' big loc oficll
resemble their faces.
{ JEREMY REED } is a sophomore \\!Jo pelld hi iim«
. tudying English, Spanish, and laking (;(: cia ('. J II- pClld
a lot of time in th . library, .,pccific all) Oil the (filII th [loor, It
may all be fiction up there but h -Tind that (ol11fOl\illg 1111
som r a. on or another. IIe \\ rotr hi pir« C' ill the J .i ,htci thi
pa. t summer at horne in ~lichigall.
i(
{JAZMINE ROSE REYES } is a freshman American Studies
major. She is a proud devotee of Jane Austen's work and
enjoys reading and writing poems and short stories. One of
her most beloved hobbies is playing the ukulele, while singing
ridiculous Tiny Tim songs to herself or in public.:) In her
spare time, she also enjoys watching classic films from the
1940s and creating spontaneous melodies to the sound of her
guitar. She aspires to be an author one day and write about
her daily adventures in college.
{ HASHEM RIFAI } is a senior biology major. The big blue
couch at Designer Desserts with a Triple Mousse sweet is
his playground.
{ TIM STRIDE} wants you to know that you can see this fort
for yourself for $3, open daily until 6pm, closed on Sundays.
Take a right as you enter Old Sanjuan on PR-25, it'll be on
the right.
{ DIANA STUTZMAN } is a junior Biochemistry major,
Creative Writing minor, and enjoys both very much, thank
you. She has a tendency to jump and grab the leaves of trees
ov rhead when she's walking, just to say hi.
{ MEGAN TELLIGMAN } is a senior Biology/English/
Humanitie major who i feeling the tensions. Tension I:
Being a Bioloo:y/English/Humanities major. Tension 2:
Subs quently, feeling a pressure between art and life, and
trying to characterize the symbiosis (the living together of
two -dissirnilar organi m ) of the two. Tension 3: Lo ing her
student ID for the 7th time. Unrelated, but nonetheless, tense.
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